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mar920002
IN THE COURT OF APPEAL  OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA

No. 17 of 1990


ON APPEAL from Supreme Court No. 145 of 1990



BETWEEN:
DMK REAL ESTATE PTY LTD
Appellant

AND:
JOHN D LILLIEBRIDGE
Respondent


CORAM:	ASCHE CJ., KEARNEY & MARTIN JJ.



REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
(Delivered 10 June 1992)



ASCHE CJ:			Martin J. has set out fully the extent of the arguments before her Worship and the learned trial Judge on the evidence presented.	I accept with respect his detailed analysis of the case and his conclusions.	On the documentary evidence there does not seem to me to be any ambiguity.	Exhibit 1 is headed "Account to J.D. Lilliebridge from DMK Real Estate Pty Ltd".	On  the  left hand column appear the payments made to the respondent as "retainers".	On the right hand column appear amounts


described as "Commissions paid back".	The difference between the two is the amount of $9874.80 which represents the balance of retainers over the commissions paid back.
That is described as "Difference outstanding to DMK at 29 April 1988".	That seems on the face of it a perfectly clear statement which the respondent has acknowledged by signing.
If a person acknowledges that a document headed "account" contains a "difference outstanding" in favour of the person presenting the account it is normally very difficult for that person subsequently to allege he does not owe the monies clearly set out in the account.		Then there is a second piece of documentary evidence.	The respondent signs a document which says "I John D. Lilliebridge hereby acknowledge my debt to DMK Real Estate Pty Ltd as per the signed attached account" (the "signed attached account" is Exhibit 1).	What could be clearer than that?	The respondent however, seeks to rely upon the next sentence in that document following his acknowledgment of the debt.
That sentence reads:	"I also acknowledge that this debt accurred (sic) from advance Commissions paid to me by the company, on a weekly basis for sales not yet instigated by myself".	Whether the word "accurred" means "occurred" or "accrued" does not seem to matter.	The respondent is saying that he received "advance Commissions" and that he has not yet "instigated" sufficient sales to pay back those monies which he acknowledges as an "advance".	Surely that is no more than saying "I owe the money but I hope to pay it later by commission I will earn on later sales".	I cannot see how
that can be translated into an agreement that "I am only liable to pay the money out of later commissions and if I don't earn those commissions I have no liability to pay the money".	Nothing in the documentary evidence permits of such an interpretation.	The documentary evidence in my view is perfectly plain.	I am not surprised that the learned trial Judge said that, had he felt free to do so, he would have "unhesitatingly found for the plaintiff" .	That was the real problem in this case.	The learned Magistrate strayed into forbidden territory, and the learned trial Judge thought he had to leave her there.	With respect, they were both wrong.

I agree with Martin J. that the appeal should be allowed and I agree with the orders he proposes.


KEARNEY J:	I gratefully accept the exposition by Martin J of the history of this litigation, and of the issues to which it gives rise.

The fact that the learned Magistrate did not expressly state that she reached her conclusions - that Mr Lilliebridge's evidence on various points should be
accepted - on the basis of her assessment of the respective credibility of Mr Pikos and Mr Lilliebridge, does not mean that such an assessment necessarily played no part in her conclusions; see Jones v Hyde (1989) 85 ALR 23 at 27, and Abalos v Australian Postal Commission (1990) 171 CLR 167 at
179.	As McHugh J said in Abalos at p179:-


"When a trial judge resolves a conflict of evidence between witnesses, the subtle influence of demeanour on his or her determination cannot be overlooked.	It does not follow that, because
her Honour made no express reference to the demeanour or credibility of [the witnesses] demeanour or credibility played no part in her findings - - -"


However, in this case, bearing in mind that point, I do not consider that the learned Magistrate's observations of the demeanour of these witnesses played a significant part in her findings.	Rather, those findings flowed from misapprehensions of the evidence; for example, that the defendant had carried out work to earn the retainers after he had moved to working as a commission salesman.	Again, the matter of taxation deductions was not a matter which
could count against the plaintiff.	Accordingly, I agree with Martin J that the learned Judge on appeal should not have dismissed the appeal on the basis that the learned Magistrate had an advantage as regards the witnesses which he did not enjoy.

I respectively agree with the summation of the factual and legal situation revealed by the evidence, as set out by Martin J at pp37-8, and with his analysis of
her Worship's findings at pp38-41.


The question which arose for decision in this case has arisen previously in England and Canada but does not appear as yet to have been the subject of any reported decision in Australia.	In addition to the decisions cited by Martin J I note that in Valley Office Equipment v Douglas (1961) 38 WWR 566 the County Court of British Columbia
held:-


"Unless an agreement between the parties provides otherwise, where an agent is working on a commission basis and his principal allows him a drawing account against his commission, the employer cannot, after the agency is terminated, collect from the agent anything beyond the commissions he has earned."


In that case there was provision for a weekly draw against commissions and when the defendant's employment had terminated he had, as in this case, earned less by way of commission than he had been paid in weekly drawings.
Grimmett CCJ set out the opposing contentions at p567:-


"The plaintiff's contention is that the weekly draws against the commission are in the same category as a loan and that the defendant must repay the excess advanced over commissions earned.
The defendant's position is that he was to receive
$70 weekly and that this was to be repaid solely from earned commissions, and if the contract was terminated before he had repaid the excess from earned commissions then such excess would be written off."


Evidence as to the "usage of the trade" was called. Grimmett CCJ relied on American decisions which go to show that where an agent is working for a commission, and the employer allows him a drawing account against his commission, the employer cannot, after the relationship is determined, collect from the agent anything beyond the commissions he has earned.

It can be seen, therefore, that the defendant's submissions have a respectable ancestry in the law.	All of these cases, however, must be related to their particular facts.	I respectively agree with the analysis by Martin J at pp42-44.	In my view this was a very plain case, involving documentary evidence of a debt about which there was no real ambiguity, as the Chief Justice has pointed out.
The weekly payments were not payments for services rendered by the defendant; any such payments he could have retained as of right.	But he rendered no services at all for those payments; he was a commission salesman.	The weekly payments
were not actual payments of commission, made in advance of the time when otherwise they would be due to the defendant.
They were not gifts by the plaintiff.	They were monies paid on account of commission to be later earned by the defendant, paid on account as a matter of commercial convenience so that the defendant would not have to wait for the money it was anticipated he would later earn by way of commission.	If he never earned those commissions prior to termination, he had to repay the advances outstanding for the reasons stated by Hallett J in Rivoli Hats v Gooch [1953] 2 All ER 823 at 825:-

"- - it is clear on principle that, if an anticipatory payment is made and that which is anticipated does not occur in the future, and, accordingly, that in respect of which the payment made would have been earned never takes place, but the money has been paid over, it cannot be retained by the recipient - - in the absence of some provision entitling the recipient to retain the payment - - the payment becomes recoverable.
That seems to be the law on the various reported cases, and it seems to me to be in accordance with common sense."


I agree with Martin J's conclusions and concur in the orders which his Honour proposes.


MARTIN J.	This is an appeal against the decision of a Judge of the Supreme Court upholding a decision of the Local Court by which a verdict was given for the respondent in respect of a claim made by the appellant against him for approximately $10,000.

The grounds of appeal to this Court are:


	Having determined that if he had to decide the matter he would have "unhesitatingly" found for the plaintiff, the learned Judged erred in not allowing the appeal.


	The learned Judge erred in holding that, having preferred the evidence of the respondent to the evidence of Mr Pikos, it was open to the learned Magistrate to come to the conclusion that she did.


	The learned Judge erred in concluding that there were no significant errors in the learned Magistrate's reasons.


	The learned Judge erred in failing to conclude that the learned Magistrate had erred in accordance with the appellant's Notice of Appeal dated 15 March 1990.


It is convenient to set out those grounds of
appeal here:


	That the learned Magistrate erred in preferring the evidence of the respondent to the evidence of Mr Pikos.


	The learned Magistrate erred in concluding that Exhibits 3 and Exhibit 1 did not amount to an agreement to repay monies lent or alternatively an acknowledgment of indebtedness for certain monies lent.


	The learned Magistrate erred in admitting extrinsic evidence to interpret the effect of Exhibits 3 and Exhibit 1.


	The learned Magistrate erred in concluding that Exhibits 3 and Exhibit 1 were ambiguous.


	The learned Magistrate erred in concluding that in not deducting the full amount of retainers paid to the respondent from commissions earned by the respondent, the appellant was paying the respondent a wage for work the respondent did for the appellant as a auctioneer, training new staff in advertising.
	The learned Magistrate erred in concluding that Exhibit 3 and Exhibit 1 were nothing more than a "statement of the position between the parties and that had

Mr Lilliebridge continued in employment with the Appellant the company earning commission from the appellant could make certain deductions from such a commission earned."

	The learned Magistrate erred in concluding that the appellant was not entitled to judgment on the sum claimed.


	The learned Judge erred in concluding that the matter could properly be determined by the learned Magistrate on the issue of credit alone.


	The learned trial Judge erred in concluding that, by reason of the learned Magistrate's finding with respect to the credit of the respondent and

Mr Pikos, he could not in the circumstances disturb the learned Magistrate's decision and was bound to dismiss the appeal.

Given the scope of the grounds of appeal before his Honour, and the grounds of appeal to this Court (incorporating all of those grounds), it has been necessary to review the evidence and all of the arguments as to the
law which have been before the Local Court, the Supreme Court and this Court.

The appellant carried on the business of a real estate agent and engaged the respondent upon terms which were the subject of the disagreement between them giving rise to this action.	According to the appellant's (plaintiff's) Amended Statement of Claim the respondent (defendant) was at all times engaged by it to effect sales of property on its behalf; in or about February 1987, the appellant entered into an oral agreement with the respondent whereby the appellant agreed to advance to the respondent monies on account of advanced commissions; it was an implied term of that agreement that if the respondent failed to earn any commission he did not become entitled to the money advanced, and in that event such monies would be returned to the appellant; pursuant to that agreement monies were advanced to the respondent on account of the advanced commissions between February 1987 and April 1988; in compliance with the agreement the respondent returned (sic) commissions, however he failed to return the balance of the monies advanced and unearned.	Particulars were then provided which had been extracted from a document which became Exhibit 1 in the Local Court.	The document was headed "Account to J D Lilliebridge from DMK Real Estate Pty Ltd".	On the left hand side under a heading "Retainers Received" there was set out in monthly order from February 1987 until April 1988 amounts of money which it was not
disputed had been received by the respondent from the appellant on the dates shown.	The total amounted in all to
$23,138.72.	On the right hand side of that document, under the heading "Commissions paid back", there was again set out chronologically month by month from April 1987 until March 1988 amounts which it is not disputed were credited by the appellant to the respondent.	After a minor adjustment which was not in dispute, there was shown "difference outstanding to DMK at 29.4.88 $9,874.80".		None of the figures are in dispute.	The document was signed by the respondent and on behalf of the appellant on 27 April 1988.	It was not pleaded that that document created any obligation upon the respondent.

However, the Amended Statement of Claim went on to plead that on that date the respondent signed an acknowledgment in regard to the alleged debt to the appellant.	It was identified as being Exhibit 3 before the Local Court.	It is a document signed by the respondent addressed to DMK Real Estate Pty Ltd and dated 29 April 1988 stating:

"I John D Lilliebridge hereby acknowledge my debt to DMK Real Estate Pty Ltd as per the signed attached account.

I also acknowledge that this debt accurred (sic) from advance commissions paid to me, by the company, on a weekly basis for sales not yet instigated by myself."
The "attached account" refers to the document Exhibit 1. The Amended Statement of Claim went on to plead that demand had been made for payment of the amount referred to in the Acknowledgment of Debt, but that the sum of $9,874.80 was still due and owing.	It was not pleaded that the acknowledgment, either standing alone or when coupled with the attached account, created any obligation upon the respondent.

The evidence shows that the amounts received by the respondent were calculated at a fixed weekly amount at the rate of $400 a week until February 1988 and $200 per week thereafter, but after making deductions on account of income tax.	As to the "Commissions paid back" there is evidence to show that the respondent was credited with "commission" in the accounts of the appellant in respect of properties sold, but of those amounts part was from time to time retained by the appellant, and, as Exhibit 1 shows, was credited against the monies which had been paid to the respondent.	Again, the documents show that the appellant made deductions from amounts due to be paid to the respondent for income tax.	By way of example, for the fortnight ended 13 November 1987, the total commission shown as being payable to the respondent was $2,550.	Of that sum,
$1,000 was credited as "Commissions paid back" and shown in
Exhibit 1, $810.06 was deducted for "tax" and $739.94 was paid to the respondent.
By his Affidavit of Merits filed in the Local Court the respondent swore that he had a good defence to the action on the merits, the grounds of it being that the monies were not paid to him as advance commission, but as a regular retainer; the agreement between himself and the appellant was that any commission to which he became entitled would reduce by the amount of such retainers; he had not signed any document which altered or was intended by him to alter that contractual situation; "I subsequently ceased to earn any commission, but there was no agreement that in that event, or in any event at all other than aforesaid, the retainers were to be repaid by me to the plaintiff".	He clearly anticipated the arguments that would be based upon the documents and put forward on oath a defence to the effect that the documents did not constitute the arrangement between him and the appellant.	It is one thing to be indebted to the appellant, and the figures were not disputed, but it was quite another as to the method by which the indebtedness was to be discharged.	Both parties relied upon an oral agreement, the terms of which were in dispute.

Before the Local Court evidence was given on behalf of the appellant by Mr Mitaros, a solicitor and
Mr Pikos a director of the appellant company.	The evidence of Mr Mitaros was of no assistance to either party.
Mr Pikos gave evidence that the respondent commenced employment on commission only and was only paid when
commission was received from sales, but that; "he asked for a retainer - what we call advance against commissions.	He went on that system".	He said that the advances against commission were repayable and that that arrangement continued until the appellant and respondent parted ways on
29 April 1988.		He said that on 27 April he met with the respondent and they discussed monies that were outstanding, although he could not recall exactly what was said.	To the best of his recollection he said that the company wanted interest on the money that was outstanding and the respondent would not pay interest so Mr Pikos wanted an acknowledgment of debt.	He produced Exhibit 1.	Although the document was made up to 29 April he said it was signed on the 27th, but that does not appear to be of any significance.	He said that at the same time he handed to the respondent a letter which became Exhibit 2.	Mr Pikos had signed that letter on behalf of the appellant and it was addressed to the respondent.	It expressed regret that the respondent was leaving the appellant's employ and raised the question of payment of interest on the amount outstanding. It included a paragraph; "We also seek a minimum monthly contribution of $	per month" (there was a blank space after "$"), and stated that the company was "willing to drop
$500 from the account if it is cleared by the 12th day of
May 1988".	The letter contains no assertion that the debt was payable upon demand, it suggests instead unspecified monthly contributions and offers a substantial reduction in the amount of debt if it is paid within the time specified.
At the foot of the letter there is in hand writing the following: "12mths not enough time".	In his evidence Mr Pikos said that he had tried to get a monthly commitment from the respondent and had suggested $500 per month, but the respondent had said that was not enough time for him to pay as he was not sure what he would be doing for employment and hence "wasn't sure of what sort of money he would be earning himself".	Mr Pikos said that the hand writing was his and had been endorsed upon the letter after he had told the respondent he would like the debt paid off in 12 months and the respondent had said that that was not enough time for him.	As to Exhibit 3, Mr Pikos said that he was not happy with what he called the "first acknowledgment" because it "didn't spell it out clearly enough" so he asked the respondent to sign Exhibit 3 and that the respondent did so after saying he wanted to get some legal advice and later telling Mr Pikos that he had done so.		According to Mr Pikos, at that time he was continually trying to get some undertaking from Mr Lilliebridge that the company could depend upon, but that the respondent would not do so upon the basis that he was not sure of his future employment and hence was not sure of what sort of income he would be generating.	Mr Pikos also produced a document Exhibit 4, being an invoice from the respondent to the appellant for work the respondent had done for the appellant after the arrangements between them had been terminated.	He had mowed Mr Pikos' lawn on two occasions and sent a bill for $60 endorsing upon it "note: take this off the national debt".
He gave evidence of letters of demand having been written and no response having been received.

During the course of cross-examination objection was raised by counsel for the appellant to evidence going to oral conversations prior to the execution of the document, Exhibit 1.	In response, counsel for the respondent argued that it was counsel for the appellant who had led the witness through the preamble and negotiations leading up to the execution of a document.	Her Worship noted the objection but allowed the question and others going to the relationship between the parties.	Mr Pikos acknowledged that he had given not much thought to the question of the income tax deductions which had been made from the amounts paid to the respondent.

With reference to Exhibit 1, Mr Pikos said that that was not the first such document that had been prepared by the appellant for the respondent saying that it would have been done on two or three occasions, Exhibit 1 simply being the last one, but had been drawn up on the occasion of the respondent's leaving.	He acknowledged that had the respondent continued with the appellant and continued to earn commissions, a document like Exhibit 1 would have been prepared in any event.	"Its just a score card ... to see how his totals were running, yes".	Shortly thereafter he said he would not call it a score card.	According to
Mr Pikos he was forever trying to get the respondent to
repay what was owing to the appellant, and it is clear enough from his evidence that it was as part of that effort that the amount paid to the respondent was halved during the last two months that the arrangement between the appellant and the respondent was in place.	When asked about what it was that Exhibit 1 did not spell out clearly enough Mr Pikos replied "that Mr Lilliebridge had to pay us the money back".
Mr Pikos denied that the arrangement was that what was advanced was only to be paid off by commissions earned.	He explained the reference in the letter to prospective monthly repayments upon the basis that he sought to have the respondent start paying the debt because he knew that the respondent could not afford to repay the whole of the amount outstanding.	Mr Pikos acknowledged that at the time the documents placed in evidence were signed there were some commissions that were outstanding (whether immediately due to the respondent or contingent upon completion of sales is not clear), but that in any event the amount was nowhere near enough to cover the amount of the debt.	He volunteered that the respondent had told him that he would like to come back "into the market place and start selling again when the market picked up".	He explained the company's twelve months delay in writing a letter of demand upon the basis that the respondent's girlfriend was a key employee of the appellant's organisation, and that the appellant did not want to disturb the relationship it had with her and because the company was being very lenient in allowing him time to pay.	As to the suggestion that interest be paid, Mr Pikos
explained that the company wanted the money from the respondent, but since it appeared it would take a long time, it wanted interest on the amount outstanding.

It was during the course of a brief opening that counsel for the respondent informed the Local Court that "the written documents, on the face of it, by itself, is unenforceable at law, and has in any event an ambiguity which needs to be explained .... ".	The respondent's evidence as to the arrangement between him and the appellant was that he commenced working for the company in the property management section and that Mr Pikos had approached him and asked him to go into the sales division.
Mr Lilliebridge replied that he could not do that because of his commitments in that he needed a regular income, whereupon Mr Pikos suggested that he go back into sales and the company would continue to pay him $400 a week "which could then be recouped out of any commissions that were incoming", a proposition to which he, Mr Lilliebridge, agreed.	He gave evidence as to how the office manager kept a tally of accounts as between the company and him.	He said that during the period of his engagement by the company there was no discussion regarding his repaying the retainers, but that shortly before terminating with the company, Mr Pikos informed him that the company could no longer afford to pay $400 and reduced it to $200; that was not sufficient for his needs, so after 2 months he resigned.
He said that at the time of termination Mr Pikos indicated
there was a difference between retainers received and what had been recouped from commissions that had been earned and asked what he intended to do about it, to which he replied that there was really nothing that he could do about it, but that in his resignation he had made an undertaking in writing that he would never take up employment with any other real estate company other than the appellant, and if the market improved he would be quite happy to come back into the industry and to take up the situation where it had been left off.	No such document was called for nor produced.	Mr Lilliebridge said that Mr Pikos demanded that the difference between the two sums be "paid in cash" (meaning I think they were to be paid in full immediately) and that he had replied that he did not think he should have to pay it in cash and did not intend to.	He said; "I felt that I had given the company some fair amount of services in return for those retainers paid anyway".	He did not say that he said anything of that sort to Mr Pikos.	He said he sought advice on Exhibit 3 from Mr Mitaros whereupon he returned and saw Mr Pikos, and said he had received advice that it would be all right to sign it, that it was not a committing document in any way, shape or form and that all it was was an acknowledgment that there was a difference between retainers paid and monies recouped, that he acknowledged there was a difference, but "there was never any agreement to repay it, except by, you know, being taken out of commission".	Only part of this was put to Mr Pikos in cross-examination: "And he came back and said: 'I'm happy
to sign'?, the reply being "That's correct, or words to that effect".	As to the $60 deduction from the "national debt", the respondent said that he was quite prepared to work the debt off in sales or other work for the appellant.	Looking  at Exhibit 1, Mr Lilliebridge acknowledged in cross- examination that there was never a stage when he was not indebted to the appellant, and that given the arrangements between him and the appellant, there was no obligation upon the appellant to pay him monies on account of commissions earned in that the whole of the commissions earned could have been set off against the advances previously made.	If the appellant had retained all the commissions earned by the respondent instead of paying some to him, at the end of the day the debt owing by the respondent to the appellant would have been about $300 rather than nearly $10,000.	He did not remember, but did not deny, that he had told Mr Pikos that
12 months would not be enough time to repay the debt which,
according to the evidence of Mr Pikos, lead him to make the note on Exhibit 2.	He acknowledged that he had not replied to the letters of demand which he had received upon the basis that he did not feel there was any necessity to do so, and that he did not choose to put his position on record until the Affidavit of Merits.	He accepted the proposition put by counsel for the appellant that the part commissions paid to him during the currency of the arrangements with the appellant were "volunteered" in the sense that there was no obligation upon the appellant to pay those amounts to him at all since at all times he owed the company, for the advances
made to him, a total in excess of the commissions that he earned.

The submissions by counsel for the appellant before the Local Court were based primarily upon the documents amounting to a simple acknowledgment of debt implying as a matter of law a promise to pay, and he invited the Court to hold that the evidence going to a term that the debt was only repayable out of commissions earned was not admissible.	He pointed to the fact that the respondent had not sought to have in the documents, nor had inserted in any of them nor to put forward in response to letters of demand or on any other occasion prior to being sued, any proposition that the debt was payable other than upon demand.	Support was sought from the evidence of Mr Pikos, not denied by Mr Lilliebridge, that Mr Lilliebridge had said that 12 months was not enough time to repay the debt as noted on Exhibit 2 by Mr Pikos.	Counsel for the appellant said in address to the Local Court that "The reason we are here today is to recover the monies that DMK volunteered to him to assist him in his day to day living .... that is the money we are claiming back, and clearly that fact puts an end to any suggestion that the monies that were advanced were advanced by any other way than by way of loan".
However, no attempt was made to amend the Amended Statement
of Claim to properly reflect whatever it was counsel then had in mind as to the real claim being made by the appellant, whether based on the documents or the
"volunteered" payments.	The respondent was criticised for differences perceived between what he had to say in the affidavit of merits and what he said in evidence before the Court as to the nature of the monies regularly paid to him by the appellant, and there were other arguments put in address going to the respondent's credit.

The primary argument put by counsel for the respondent was that the documents were of no more effect than an "IOU" and that they must be looked at in the light of the whole agreement which culminated in the documents (a position more in line with the pleadings).	It was urged that the documents taken separately or together were not at all clear, the reference in Exhibit 3 to "advance Commissions for sales not yet instigated by myself" was not inconsistent with the respondent's evidence.		Reference was made to authorities, to the effect that the word "debt" does not necessarily mean "immediately payable", so that it could be said that although the quantum of debt was established as between the appellant and the respondent that was not inconsistent with the proposition that the amount owing would not be payable except upon some future event, the entitlement to commissions on future sales.		Reference was made to evidence to indicate that the respondent may well have returned as a salesman with the appellant and thus be in a position to earn commissions.

The learned Chief Stipendiary Magistrate, who
constituted the Local Court, reviewed the evidence and no complaint is made as to that.	She went on to say that on the whole of that evidence she did not accept that Exhibits
3 and 1 amounted to an agreement to pay a debt "in cash" (this phrase "in cash" was used at various times during the course of the proceedings and I understand it to mean payment of the debt in full upon demand).	Nor did her Worship accept that the document reduced to writing an agreement between the parties that was intended at the time to be a complete statement of the agreement reached between them at the conclusion of their professional association. She considered the documents to be ambiguous and confirmed the ruling given during the course of the hearing that oral evidence was admissible to explain the background and circumstances.

Turning to the payments made to the respondent by the appellant (as opposed to retaining all of the respondent's commission entitlements on account of the advances made to him), her Worship noted that according to the appellant those payments were made because the company was generous and to assist the respondent in his day to day living.	She went on; "Mr Lilliebridge gave evidence that he considers he earned this money because of the work he did for the company as an auctioneer, training new staff and advertising", her Worship's reasons then simply go on "I prefer the evidence of Mr Lilliebridge on this aspect", but she does not say why.	Her Worship then went on to say that
the onus of proof rested with the appellant to satisfy her on the balance of probabilities that the respondent owed it the amount claimed and that it was entitled to judgment for that amount.	She continued "However, I do not consider the plaintiff's claim is supported in a number of important aspects" and went on to enumerate five findings which appear to be contrary to the appellant's interests.	Each of those findings were attacked by the appellant before his Honour and before this Court.	They were:

"1.	On the evidence before the Court the first time there was any calculation made and presented to the Defendant as to the amount he owed the Company was on the 27th April, 1988 after he had been employed with them for some fifteen months.	That he was not called to account earlier I consider supports Mr Lilliebridge's evidence that he in fact earned the additional monies from his activities for the Company.

	On the evidence of Mr Pikos no consideration was ever given by the Plaintiff's Company to the implications in respect of taxation if

Mr Lilliebridge were to repay the amount in cash.
	The ambiguity of the document (Exhibit 3) relied upon by the Plaintiff to enforce what it says is an amount of money payable in cash forthwith by the Defendant.


	I consider Exhibit 3 read with Exhibit 1 is nothing more than a statement of the position between the parties and that had Mr Lilliebridge continued in employment with the Plaintiff Company earning commission then the Plaintiff Company could make certain deductions from future commissions earned.


	Both Mr Pikos and Mr Lilliebridge have given evidence that prior to signing Exhibit 3 on the 29th April, 1988.	Mr Lilliebridge indicated an intention to seek legal advice.	I accept the evidence of Mr Lilliebridge that he did seek legal advice.	There is no evidence as to what that legal advice was.	However, there is evidence from

Mr Lilliebridge which I accept that he at all times denied that he owed the amount claimed in cash rather than deductions which could be made from future commissions earned.	I accept the evidence of Mr Lilliebridge that he refused to enter into any arrangement as to when he would repay the amount because he told Mr Pikos he did not owe it.	I accept Mr Lilliebridge's evidence that he informed Mr Pikos this was the effect of the legal advice he had received.	That is not evidence of what advice he did receive but is evidence relating to Mr Lilliebridge's own belief and his conversation with Mr Pikos.	I prefer the evidence of Mr Lilliebridge to the evidence of
Mr Pikos."


Her Worship concluded "Accordingly I am not satisfied on the balance of probabilities that the plaintiff is entitled to the amount claimed".

Before his Honour counsel for the appellant outlined the evidence including exhibits.	When asked by his Honour about the $400 per week payments, counsel confirmed that it was in no sense a wage or anything like that, but just an advance against commissions to be earned.	He drew attention to what he termed an "anomaly in the defendant's case" because on the one hand he was saying it was a retainer and hence not repayable (as deposed to in the Affidavit of Merit) but before the Local Court that he had an obligation to repay it, but only from commissions earned in the future.	His Honour was taken to extensive passages from the transcript of evidence and counsel for the appellant acknowledged the difficulties which he must overcome in relation to questions of fact and credit as found by the learned Chief Stipendiary Magistrate.		It was
argued that the documents Exhibits 3 and 1, although not constituting an agreement to pay the debt in cash, amounted to evidence of an agreement to pay the debt in cash.	There was an unqualified acknowledgment of the present existence of a liability from which the law implied a promise to discharge the liability, Brooker v Pridham (1986) 10 ACLR
428 was cited.	Although counsel for the respondent objected that such a point was not taken in the Local Court, counsel for the appellant sought to demonstrate that although the point may not have been taken with quite such precision as was sought to be demonstrated before his Honour, it had been properly raised in argument.	His Honour did not decline to hear the argument.	Issue was taken concerning her Worship's findings that there was ambiguity in the documents, Exhibits
1 and 3, and in relation to her other specific findings. There was considerable discussion between his Honour and counsel for the appellant as to what her Worship meant, whether the findings of fact were open to her on the evidence, and what part the findings played in the ultimate decision.

Counsel for the appellant stressed before his Honour what he suggested were the errors in fact finding made by her Worship and the difficulties perceived by him as to the weight which her Worship had placed upon those various findings.	Looking at the question of whether substantial injustice resulted from any such finding of fact (Local Courts Act s. 59(2)), his Honour's attention was
repeatedly drawn to the documents and what counsel regarded as the unequivocal acknowledgment of debt leading to an implied promise to pay the same forthwith.	Although not a great deal was put to his Honour going to the admissibility of the oral evidence, by which the respondent sought to demonstrate that the debt was only payable out of commissions which he might earn in the future, it is implicit in the argument put forward by counsel for the appellant before his Honour that the documentary evidence was such that no such evidence should have been received.

Counsel for the respondent, in opening his argument before his Honour, returned to the issue raised on the pleadings and said: "All the argument .... about this so called acknowledgment of debt has, in my submission, totally obscured the real issue between the parties in this case which is what were the terms of contract, and in particular, what were the terms of the contract relating to repayment of retainers or advanced commission as the payments were referred to from time to time.	The question before her Worship was, were the retainers or advanced commission repayable otherwise than by deduction from commission earned".	As to the respondent's evidence that he felt that he was entitled to be paid the money he received because he had provided services to the appellant, counsel for the respondent expressly disclaimed that that gave rise to any legal consequences, it was simply the respondent asserting that he was not being unfair to the appellant in not
repaying the money because he had earned it.	Counsel for the respondent then turned to each of the findings.	It was strongly put that findings made by her Worship were based substantially on her assessment of the credibility of the witnesses.	It clearly troubled his Honour that arrangements such as that contended for by the respondent should have been entered into.	The obvious deficiency from the appellant's point of view, if the respondent was putting forward an accurate version of the arrangement between them, was that the appellant having made advances over a period of time could be left without any prospect of recovery if the respondent put himself in a position where he could no longer earn commissions out of which the debt accrued could be paid.

His Honour commenced his extemporary reasons for his decision by saying that if he had to decide the case for himself simply by looking at the exhibits or reading the transcript of evidence, he thought he would have unhesitatingly found in favour of the appellant, but went on to say that the learned Chief Stipendiary Magistrate had the benefit of seeing and observing the witnesses and thus had an advantage which he did not have.	Accordingly if, as the Chief Stipendiary Magistrate found, Mr Lilliebridge's evidence was to be preferred over that of Mr Pikos then it was open to her to come to the conclusions she did.	Looking at her Worship's reasons in more detail, he found that the document, Exhibit 3, was not an agreement, but rather an
acknowledgment of debt, and although troubled by her Worship's use of the word "ambiguous", his Honour thought that by that word she meant that the document was "not a complete statement of the relationship between the parties and I don't think anyone can quibble with that conclusion".
Looking at the evidence of Mr Lilliebridge that the arrangement between him and Mr Pikos was that he should repay the monies advanced to him from commissions, his Honour found that it was open to her Worship to accept that evidence.	His Honour said that if there was some   significant error in her Worship's reasons he would review the evidence for himself or remit the matter for further hearing, but, "... I don't think, despite some unhappy phrasing, I don't think that her Worship has made such an error".	Looking at the points which her Worship listed as not supporting the plaintiff's claim, his Honour regarded them as not being the basis upon which she decided the case; it was fundamentally based upon the credit of the witnesses, he said. After completing a brief review of other portions of her Worship's reasons his Honour concluded that he was unable to disturb her decision based "as it was fundamentally, despite all those peripheral things that I have mentioned, on a comparison of the credit of the two key witnesses in the case" and proceeded to dismiss the appeal with costs.	No reference was made to the pleadings and nothing was said by his Honour as to basis of the admissibility of the parol evidence as to the agreement between the parties.

Before this Court counsel for the appellant argued that the documents, Exhibits 1 and 3, recorded an existing contractual relationship between the parties.	In so far as Exhibit 3 amounted to an acknowledgment of debt, it was submitted that it could not be ambiguous since an acknowledgment of debt had a clear and certain meaning to lawyers, that is, an acknowledgment that there was a sum of money owing by one to another which might be sued upon and recovered by action.	Argument was put that the respondent should not have been permitted to lead evidence that was inconsistent with the document unless to show that it was a sham, and since there was no allegation that that was the case, then her Worship erred in admitting evidence "to prove an agreement that the amount owing was not a debt recoverable by legal action".	He also referred to "collateral agreements", but that does not seem to be to the point. It was also put that her Worship made clear mistakes in her findings of fact upon the five "important aspects" which she said did not support the plaintiff's claim, and that in so doing she had made errors which led her into giving judgment for the respondent.	Counsel reviewed the evidence regarding each of those findings with a view to demonstrating the errors.	Thus, said counsel for the appellant, her Worship was also led into error in relation to her findings of credit because she must have been influenced by her conclusions with respect to those important factors; "if she fundamentally misunderstood the
factual context in which the decisions as to credit had to be made, these decisions themselves must necessarily be fundamentally flawed".

As to the respondent, senior counsel on his behalf before this Court sought to demonstrate that Exhibits 1 and
3 were not an agreement at all; if they were evidence of a contract they were not evidence of the whole contract entered into between the parties since there was an earlier oral agreement as to which evidence was admissible; Exhibits
	and 3 taken together merely reflected the amount of the debt owing at the time the documents were signed.	As to her Worship's use of the word "ambiguous" so as to enable parol evidence to be admitted, it was pointed out that there are doubts about the meaning of the word "debt", and the usage of words such as "retainer" and "commission" in the documents; it was submitted that the appellant had introduced the evidence of Mr Pikos going to the background of the signing of the documents and that he could hardly then object to evidence related to that background also being adduced by Mr Lilliebridge.


With the greatest of respect to his Honour, and he was undoubtedly influenced by the way in which the appeal was presented to him, it does not appear from the reasons for her Worship's decision that her findings were based upon any view she took as to the credibility of the witnesses.
She makes no reference in her reasons to her observations as
to the demeanour of any witness or the manner in which the witness gave his evidence.	She simply says "I prefer the evidence of Mr Lilliebridge on this aspect", in respect of one matter and in respect of her findings under item 5, it will be noted that she simply says that she accepts the evidence of Mr Lilliebridge, on three occasions, and on the last that she prefers the evidence of Mr Lilliebridge.	It is not necessary to go to the detail of those cases which give guidance on the approach which should be taken by an appellate court when there have been findings of fact made at first instance based upon that court's estimation of the witness (for example Lord Sumner in SS Hontestroom v SS Sagaporack (1927) AC 37 commencing at p. 47; referred to in Warren v Coombes (1979) 142 CLR 531 and 537 and Brunskill & Another v Sovereign Marine and General Insurance Co Ltd & Others (1985) 62 ALR 53 at p. 56).	Those latter cases also discuss the distinction which must be drawn between an appeal on a question of fact which depended upon a view taken of conflicting testimony based upon the trial Judge's advantage of seeing and hearing the witnesses, and an appeal which depends upon inferences to be drawn from facts which are undisputed or which, having been disputed, are established by the finding of the trial Judge.	In deciding what is a proper inference to be drawn, the appellate court will give respect and weight to the conclusion of the trial Judge, but once having reached its own conclusion, will not shrink from giving effect to it.	"An Appeal Court may review and reach its own conclusions as to the probabilities
of the conclusion of the trial judge which are based not on an impression formed as to the credibility of witnesses, but on a comparison, reconciliation and evaluation of the weight to be afforded to conflicting evidence" (see the head note to Chambers v Jobling (1986) 7 NSWLR 1).	In that case at
p. 10 Kirby P. drew attention to the fact that the trial Judge had not resorted to impressions which the particular witness had made upon him, whether favourable or unfavourable, but rather sought to place the evidence "in the context of the case and, using reason, to evaluate it, in order to decide whether it was acceptable or not".	He went on to say that that approach freed the Court of Appeal:

"... from the stringent requirements which are imposed where, in terms or by implication, the trial judge has come to his conclusion by way of the impression and demeanour of the witness, in respect of which this court is necessarily at a permanent disadvantage.

The Court is not at a disadvantage (or at least does not suffer anything like the same disadvantage) where what is involved is a comparison of the facts proved and of the inferences to be derived from those facts with the evidence of a witness whose testimony is challenged.	True it is, appropriate regard must still be paid to the advantage which the trial Judge had in seeing and hearing all witnesses and receiving their testimony in its totality and in sequence.	But if, having allowed for that advantage which the trial Judge enjoyed, the Court reaches firm conclusions, it must give effect to them.	It must not draw back from doing so, for to so act would involve abandonment of the court's proper appellate function".	(At p. 11).



See also the discussion of Samuels JA commencing
at the bottom of p. 17 incorporating a reference to what was said by Menzies J. in Edwards v Noble (1971) 125 CLR 296.
At p. 20 his Honour said: "Absent any explicit reliance by the primary judge on questions of demeanour-based credibility, the appellate court is free to come to its own conclusion".	In Galea v Galea (1990) 19 NSWLR 263 at 266 Kirby P., having drawn attention to the difficulties confronting an appellate court in overcoming advantages held by a trial Judge, went on to say that there were many cases where judges at first instance disclaim the resolution of factual disputes by reference to witness demeanour, in which case the appellate court is in just as good a position as the trial Judge to assess the probabilities from an evaluation of the evidence; "weighing the inferences to be derived and considering any that have apparently been overlooked or underestimated at first instance".

The decision of her Worship not being clearly said to have been based upon the view she took as to the credibility of the witnesses, although not disclosing very much by way of her reasoning towards her preferences for the evidence of Mr Lilliebridge as opposed to that of Mr Pikos, his Honour ought not to have dismissed the appeal on the basis that the learned Chief Stipendiary Magistrate had an advantage he did not enjoy.	It is necessary therefor for this Court to examine the case afresh paying proper regard to and giving such weight as it thinks fit to the findings of her Worship.	But it is first necessary to look at the
pleadings since without there having been any amendment to them then, notwithstanding any shifting of ground particularly by the appellant during the course of the case from the time the pleadings were closed until argument was completed before this Court, it is to the Amended Statement of Claim and the Affidavit of Merits that one must look to try and ascertain what the appellant thought its cause of action was and what the respondent put forward as his defence.	The elements of each of those documents have already been set out above.	The appellant based its case upon an oral agreement which it entered into with the respondent in about February 1987 whereby it agreed to advance to him monies on account of commissions, and that it was an implied term of that agreement that if he failed to earn any commission he did not become entitled to the money advanced and that in any event the monies would be returned to the appellant.	It goes on to say that, pursuant to the agreement, monies were advanced and, allowing for some difficulty arising from the wording, it is then said that the respondent failed to pay the appellant what was due to it.	The document which became Exhibit 1, setting out the amounts received by the respondent and credited against those sums, was pleaded as being particulars and not as having any standing as basing a cause of action on its own account.	It was then pleaded that the respondent had signed an acknowledgment of debt which was identified as Exhibit 3, but again, as already noted, it was not pleaded that that document, either standing alone or when coupled with the
attached account (Exhibit 1), created any legal obligation upon the respondent.	The respondent, by his Affidavit of Merits, firstly says that the monies were not paid to him as advanced commissions but as a regular retainer.	The distinction between those two phrases does not appear to have amounted to anything significant during the course of the hearing or since, but he then goes on to say that the agreement was that any commission to which he became entitled would reduce by the amount of the retainers.
Nowhere in the evidence is there anything to do with the respondent's entitlement to commissions from the appellant.
By inference, looking at Exhibit 1, it might be found that the respondent was entitled to a share of the commissions payable to the appellant arising from the completion of real estate transactions, but the circumstances in which the respondent would be entitled to that share, including when it would be payable, is not disclosed.	What the respondent appears to be saying by the Affidavit of Merits is that from any share of commissions to which he became entitled would be deducted the amount of what he termed "retainers" previously paid to him, which amounts to much the same thing as saying that the retainers or advanced commissions (by whatever name called) were to be treated as a debt and be repayable out of the monies he expected to earn by way of a share of commissions to be earned.	He then goes on to say that he subsequently ceased to earn commissions, but there was no agreement that in that event, or in any event at all other than aforesaid, the retainers were to be repaid by
him.	At trial there was oral evidence from Mr Pikos on behalf of the appellant and the respondent going to support the position as was respectively put in the Statement of Claim and Affidavit of Merits.	The appellant also put the documents into evidence, but Mr Lilliebridge had nothing to draw upon by way of corroboration in his own case.	He could of course rely upon the onus which rested upon the appellant to prove its case on the balance of probabilities and he sought to have her Worship draw inferences from the facts as she might find which would diminish her degree of satisfaction with the plaintiff's case.

A review of her Worship's summary of the evidence does not disclose any error.	She went into some detail as to what was said in examination in chief and cross- examination by each of the witnesses.	She then turned to the documentary evidence and as to Exhibits 3 and 1 found: "On the whole of the evidence I do not accept that this document ... is an agreement to pay a debt in cash.	Nor do I accept that it was a document which reduced to writing an agreement between the parties that was intended at the time to be a complete statement of an agreement reached between them at the conclusion of their professional association.
It is not a document that can stand in isolation.	I consider the document is ambiguous and that oral evidence was admissible to explain the background and circumstances into which the document came into being".	It is noted that the first finding on this aspect of the matter was made
after taking into account the whole of the evidence which included the evidence given by each of the principal witnesses as to the terms of the oral agreement between them.	In Spencer v Hemmerde (1922) 2 AC 507 their Lordships had occasion to review the authorities on the doctrine of acknowledgment of debt with particular reference to its application where the debtor had pleaded the Statute of Limitations.	However, the fact that that happened to be a limitations case does not detract from the law as to the effect which an acknowledgment of debt may have.	There is no reason why a contract in relation to the loan of money and the repayment of the loan should be treated on any basis differently from any other simple contract, and it is made clear from a number of the cases referred to and elaborated upon in detail in Spencers case that where an acknowledgment is coupled with other expressions, such as a promise to pay at a future time or on a condition, it is for the Court to say whether those expressions are sufficient to qualify or negate the implied promise to pay arising from such an acknowledgment. (For example see the reference to Tanner v Smart at pp. 513 and 514 and Chasemore v Turner at p. 515 where it is said that if there is "not only an acknowledgment of the debt but a promise to pay the debt in words we then have to look to whether the promise to pay is an unqualified unconditional promise or whether it is a conditional promise" and on the same page, Green v Humphreys "Supposing there is an acknowledgment of a debt which would if it stood by itself be clear enough, still, if words are
found to combine with it which prevent the possibility of the implication of the promise to pay arising, then the acknowledgment is not clear within the meaning of the definition."	At p. 525 Lord Sumner refers to what was said by Baron Parke in Smith v Thorn: "The later cases have decided that the effect of the documents set up as an acknowledgment is entirely a question for the court, unless extrinsic evidence is necessary to qualify or explain it". His Lordship goes on: "The relevance of the distinction is this.	If the creditor must get a tribunal of fact to find in his favour an intention to promise to pay or an intention to pay as a real part of the debtor's state of mind at the time that he writes the words of acknowledgment, the doctrine of acknowledgment ceases to be of much use.	I agree that there are exceptions and say nothing about the present respondent, but as a rule the debtor who writes such letters has no intention to bind himself further than he is bound already, no intention of paying so long as he can avoid payment, and nothing before his mind but a desire, somehow or other, to gain time and divert pressure".	At
p. 531: "After all, what the promise effects expressly, the
acknowledgment effects by implication.	With an express promise, whether it is qualified or unqualified, absolute or nullified, and with an acknowledgment, the question must be the same; if it is accompanied by other words we have to ask do they nullify or qualify the acknowledgment or simply leave it absolute?".	For Australian authority reference might be made to Brooker (1986) 41 SASR 380.	It was again a
limitations case.	At p. 382 Chief Justice King said that if "the agreement between the parties is that the loan is repayable only upon the happening of a certain event or upon compliance with a condition precedent to liability, the debt is not immediately due and payable and the cause of action does not arise until the happening of the event or compliance with the condition".	And at p. 383, drawing attention to the means by which a contract in respect of a loan might be recorded; "In many cases, of course, liability to repay is governed by the terms of an agreement in writing.	Where there is such an agreement, the question is one of construction of the written agreement, Ogilvie v Adams.	Where there is no written agreement, the question may be determined by reference to express oral terms which are proved and interpreted in the ordinary way.	Where however there are no express terms, an agreement as to the circumstances in which liability to repay arises must be implied from the surrounding circumstances and the conduct and relationship of the parties."	Olsson J. at p. 391 drew attention to what Fullagar J. had to say in Ogilvie v Adams (1981) VR 1041 that where there is a simple loan of money to be paid by a borrower to a lender on demand, the money is payable instantly and the cause of action accrues on the making of the loan, and that it will only be otherwise if there be found something express or implied in the contractual relationship between the parties to rebut that situation - i.e. if there are grounds for imputing to the parties an intention that there should be no cause of action
until some condition precedent has been satisfied.	"If a loan is not to be treated as being of that species which is continuously recoverable at all times then there must be a basis for asserting that the arrangements between the parties were contrary to such a legal situation, e.g. because of the imposition of qualifications as to specific notice or mode of withdrawal or the requirement for some additional act or event before an action could be brought".

The use of the phrase "an agreement to pay a debt in cash" is unfortunate as just what is meant is not explained, but, as earlier indicated, in the circumstances of this case, it refers to an agreement to pay a debt in full without precondition and her Worship did not accept that the Exhibits amounted to such an agreement.	With that I agree.	The plaintiff's case as pleaded was that there was an oral agreement between it and the respondent and the respondent did not resile from that.	Conflicting evidence was given as to just what the contract was and it was open to her Worship to find on the whole of that evidence that those documents did not amount to any agreement or undertaking, nor that it was intended to be a complete statement of an agreement between them.	It is plain that Exhibit 3 is a statement of accounts as between the two parties showing a difference "outstanding" to the appellant as at 29 April 1988 and acknowledged to be so by the respondent both by his signature to Exhibit 1 and his express acknowledgment in the first paragraph of Exhibit 3.
It is clear from the authorities that one can acknowledge a debt, but that the normal implication that the debt is immediately payable is capable of being negatived by other evidence, indeed, the reference in the second paragraph of that letter to advanced commissions paid to the respondent "on a weekly basis for sales not yet instigated by myself" gives rise to a suspicion that the implication which might otherwise arise from a bare acknowledgment could be brought into question.	Her Worship fell into error in considering the document to be ambiguous and thus admitting evidence to explain the background and circumstances into which it came into being, the evidence was admissible as going to the loan contract and with a view to supporting or rebutting any implication to pay arising from the acknowledgment of debt.

Turning to an evaluation of the oral evidence, her Worship said that there was no dispute between the parties, that: "When Mr Lilliebridge resumed employment with the plaintiff company in February, 1987 he was to be paid a retainer of $400 per week which was to be reimbursed from commissions earned.	In fact the company paid commissions to Mr Lilliebridge between February 1987 and April 1988 and did not deduct the full amount of the retainer for each month.
The plaintiff says this was because the company was generous and voluntarily made these payments to assist
Mr Lilliebridge in his day to day living.	Mr Lilliebridge gave evidence that he considers he earned this money because of the work he did for the company as an auctioneer,
training new staff in advertising.	I prefer the evidence of Mr Lilliebridge on this aspect."	Although it might well be put that there are a number of errors made in this passage, it does not matter, and counsel for the respondent upon arguing the matter in front of this Court expressly abandoned any suggestion that the respondent was contractually entitled to the funds which had been voluntarily made available to him by the appellant.		The respondent had never given evidence beyond saying that he felt that he was entitled to the money because of the work that he had done, and certainly he made no attempt during the course of the hearing to say that those funds were his, having been paid to him in exchange for work which he did for the appellant.	The situation was simply this.	The appellant paid the respondent an amount of money per week by way of advances against monies which would be payable by the appellant to the respondent out of commissions earned as a result of the respondent's activities.	Although at all times the total sum of monies advanced always exceeded the remuneration to which the respondent was entitled, the appellant did not choose to retain the whole of that remuneration against the advances previously made.	The remuneration was due to be paid to the respondent for his services to the appellant; the appellant was entitled to retain the same to be set off against the advances previously made; on occasions it chose not to exercise that right, but rather to retain but part of that which was due to be paid to the respondent and to pay the balance to him.
That her Worship preferred the evidence of Mr Lilliebridge on that aspect of the matter does not seem to me to count for anything.

She then moved to the five "important aspects" which she did not consider supported the appellant's which I have set out in full above at pp. 18 - 19.	As to the first of those matters, there is evidence that there were calculations made from time to time as to the state of accounts between the parties, but there is none that any such account was "presented to the defendant as to the amount he owed the company".	Her Worship was not wrong to so find, however the last sentence in that item cannot be supported for the reasons just given.	The respondent did not earn "the additional monies from his activities for the company", he earned the whole of the share of commissions to which he was entitled, some of which was retained by the appellant to be set off against the advances and some of which were paid to him.

Nothing much can be drawn from the fact that Mr Pikos did not give much consideration to the taxation implications of the appellant's claim against the respondent.	It is undoubtedly strange that the amount advanced by way of a loan should have had an amount on account of income tax deducted from it, although such
deductions would certainly have to be made from the monies payable to the respondent for the portions of commission
earned by him.	His Honour was right to regard the failure of Mr Pikos to pay much regard to the taxation position as being an irrelevance in determining what the contract was between the parties.

I have already touched upon the question of ambiguity.	Her Worship does not explain what she means by that in the third of her enumerated "important aspects", but it is significant that having gone to the trouble to prepare both Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 3, nowhere is it clearly spelt out that the amount of the debt was payable forthwith or on demand or subject to any other condition.	To interpose, nothing is said by her Worship as to the letter, Exhibit 2 and the endorsement upon it.	That is probably because, like me, she is unable to draw any satisfactory conclusion from a consideration of that document.	The fact that it expresses an intention on the part of the appellant to try and have the respondent commit himself to regular monthly payments and to impose interest on the debt could be interpreted as showing either that the company was concerned that under the terms of its agreement it would not get paid back at all unless the respondent started working for it again, or that although the debt was payable then and there, since it seemed the respondent had no means of paying it, it would be best to come to arrangements whereby it could be satisfied by instalments.	By foregoing the right to immediately claim the debt, the appellant could have provided consideration for the agreement to pay interest where there was no
obligation to pay it previously.	As to the endorsement,
Mr Pikos' evidence was that he made it when Mr Lilliebridge said that he could not pay the debt within that period of time.	Mr Lilliebridge did not deny having said that, his evidence was that he could not remember saying it.	Again, it does not mean much since it could not be held against  Mr Lilliebridge that he said, in the course of negotiations for the payment of the debt on terms, rather than out of commissions he might earn in the future, that 12 months would not be enough time to meet the proposed alternative.

If the word "position" in the fourth of these findings is read as meaning the "financial position" as between the parties, then the finding is supported by the evidence.	It would be totally inconsistent for her Worship to have meant that Exhibits 3 and 1 incorporated the whole of the agreement between the parties when she had previously clearly held that it did not.	Attack was made upon her Worship's finding that the respondent denied that he owed the amount claimed, and if that had been the finding then her Worship would have been wrong.	There is ample evidence of admissions by the respondent that he owed the amount claimed, but the finding is that "he owed the amount claimed in cash" and as to that her Worship was quite right.	He asserted throughout the hearing before the Local Court that the debt would be paid out of future commissions.	There is a difficulty about her Worship's finding that the respondent told Mr Pikos that he had received legal advice to the
effect that he did not owe the money in the sense of it being immediately payable.	Mr Lilliebridge certainly gave evidence to that effect, but it is noticeable that no such proposition was ever put to Mr Pikos in cross-examination.

It was on the basis of those somewhat defective findings that her Worship expressed herself not satisfied that the appellant was entitled to the amount claimed.	But beyond that nowhere do I find in her Worship's reasons a clear and unequivocal finding, with reference to the evidence, that the contract between the parties as to the advances made by the appellant to the respondent was such that the debt thus established was only payable by the respondent to the appellant out of commissions earned by the respondent whilst working for the appellant, or that by reference to the evidence the appellant had failed to discharge the onus resting upon it to show that the debt acknowledged by the respondent was payable without pre condition.

I have read the whole of the evidence and examined all of the exhibits.	Since it does not appear that credibility, to be gauged by things such as the demeanour of a witness in Court, paid any part in her Worship's reasoning, this Court is at no disadvantage in coming to its own views.	The conflicting evidence as to the contract is set out above.	Looking at the evidence, there is nothing significant about what was sworn by Mr Pikos or
Mr Lilliebridge which demonstrates such an inconsistency as would persuade me that one of them should be preferred above the other.

Looking at the position objectively, however, it would be most unlikely that a businessman experienced in the real estate industry would make advances to an employee or agent which, regardless of the amount which might accrue over time, would only be repayable out of the remuneration earned by the employee or agent whilst engaged by the businessman.	The employee or agent could find himself discharged of the liability by absenting himself from work or otherwise misconducting himself such as to justify dismissal or termination of his contract, or by death or resignation.	Until the arrangement was terminated by any such means, he would be entitled to be paid his weekly sum whether by way of what might be called a retainer or an advanced commission, but his liability to repay the sum accrued thereby could be unilaterally discharged by him.	It is even less likely that such a businessman in circumstances such as that would deny himself the opportunity of recouping the advances upon the agreed terms, but rather would extend such generosity to the employee or agent as to pay to him a substantial proportion of the money which he has earned, notwithstanding that at that time the employee or agent was indebted to the businessman for a sum in excess of the money earned.	The Court was referred to some authorities relating to the position where advances were made to an agent engaged
on a commission basis (Clayton Newbury Ltd v Findlay (1953)
	All ER 826; Rivoli Hats Ltd v Gouch in the same volume at

p. 825 and Bronester Ltd v Priddle (1961) 3 All ER 471.		All of those cases came to be decided upon their own facts as found in relation to the contract between the parties.	As a general proposition it was said by Hallett J. in Rivoli Hats that: "if an anticipatory payment is made and that which is anticipated does not occur in the future, and, accordingly, that in respect of which the payment made would have been earned never takes place, but the money had been paid over, it cannot be retained by the recipient ... If you anticipate that a man is going to earn something in the future, and, to help him to carry on in the meantime, you pay him that which is not yet due in the expectation that it will become due, I think that the money may be treated as a loan." (p. 825). And in Bronester, having noted that there was no express term that sums advanced in respect of commissions must be repaid, Holroyd Pearce LJ. at p. 475 accepted what the learned primary Judge found: "It seems to me that "advance" means: 'I will pay now what I may have to pay in the future.
I am paying before due time.	If, after the advance, some
event in the future upon which payment becomes due does not occur, you can recover it back'" and Wilmer LJ. came to the same conclusion.	Lord Justice Pearson took a different view of the facts and dissented.	The evidence discloses no valid reason whatsoever as to why the appellant should have put itself in such a disadvantaged position as is contended for by the respondent.	The documentary evidence does not
detract from the respondent's obligations and establishes the amount of the debt as at the time the documents were signed.	The delay on the part of the appellant in making a demand and seeking to recover the debt has been satisfactorily explained, it did not wish to upset its working relationship with the woman then in its employ who was on close terms with the respondent.	The respondent has given no satisfactory explanation as to why he failed, until filing the Affidavit of Merits, to make any protestation to the appellant that the debt was not payable.

His Honour's order dismissing the appeal should be set aside, the appeal allowed and judgment entered for the appellant against the respondent in the amount claimed.	The respondent should pay the appellant's costs in the Local Court, the Supreme Court and before this Court.

